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ABSTRACT

In this work it was obtained a modified electrode by inclusion of the enzyme glutathione peroxidase (GPx) on a conductive polymer, polypyrrole (PPy), 
deposited on a graphite electrode (GC|PPy,GPx) for the amperometric detection of reduced glutathione (GSH) in presence of hydrogen peroxide. Also, working 
conditions were optimized in order to prepare the electrode GC|PPy,GPx, which were tested for different concentrations of monomer and enzyme, electrochemical 
type of perturbance (by fixed potential or cyclic voltammetry) deposition potential and time (PPy film thickness, GPx), etc. by testing the response of the 
electrodes versus GSH in presence of hydrogen peroxide at physiological pH and temperature. At optimal experimental conditions, the achieved electrode gives 
a characteristic response for the analyte, which means that this modified electrode can be proposed as a selective GSH sensor, since it was shown that the enzyme 
maintains its activity during experimental manipulations and responds in a highly reproducible mode, so its use is proposed as an amperometric biosensor which 
is highly selective and stable.
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INTRODUCTION

Glutathione is a non-proteic tripeptide that is present in most of mammalian 
cells in its reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) form 1. GSH can be used as an 
indicator of some human diseases such as Alzheimer, Parkinson and Diabetes 
1-4, because qualitative and quantitative alterations of the GSH|GSSG ratio are 
considered as an indication of oxidative damage. In general, the redox cycle is 
a source of glutathione to protect against intracellular oxidative stress, which 
comprises two types of removing harmful compounds for the organism: 1) 
reduced glutathione acts as anti-oxidant, reacting with peroxides. This reaction 
is catalyzed by glutathione peroxidase; 2) soluble xenobiotic compounds are 
conjugated with glutathione to make them water-soluble and thus remove them 
from the body. Thus, glutathione peroxidase (GPx) is one of the enzymes, 
selenium-dependent type, which is involved on the transformation of reactive 
oxygen species, catalyzing the reduction of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or 
lipoperoxide (L-OOH), using GSH as a reducing agent 5, 6.

Thus, this enzyme plays an important role in antioxidant defense, once it 
is located in all organs and tissues 7. This explains the interest in developing 
methods to detect GSH and/or GSSG, which today include high performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) 8, fluorimetry 9, chemiluminescence 10, 
enzymatic recycling 9, electrochemical techniques 7,11, among others. Among 
these, the use of electrochemical methods is interesting because of its low 
cost, portability, high sensitivity, being these desirable characteristics for 
the electrochemical detection of GSH and/or GSSG. Therefore, now is in 
this discipline where major efforts are made in this respect and, particularly, 
the modified electrode with electrochemical methods for the determination 
of substrates have received increasing attention in recent years due to its 
simplicity, low cost, high detectability and easy miniaturization 12-18.

Thus, there is a wide range of possibilities for the inclusion of receptors, 
since simple inclusion by adsorption, retention of receptor in a gel cross-
linking polymer matrix, and the receivers together by bifunctional agents, to 
inclusion by covalent complex between receptor and the transducer, since the 
key is to have sufficiently selective recognition materials. Until now, synthetic 
receptors, in general, have a limited degree of recognition, which has been 
designed to consider transducers biological molecular recognition materials 
(bio-receptors), which are much more selective than synthetic type. However, 
one of the biggest problems in enzyme inclusion is to complete retention of 
biological activity and in addition, conventional methods - such as these – 
suffer because of its poor reproducibility and great difficulty in controlling 
the reservoir in terms of space 19. For this reason, it is more common to find 
included biomolecules in electro-polymerized films. Thus, the electrochemical 
formation of polymer layers of controlled thickness is an excellent method for 
obtaining a biosensor in an automatically (not manual) and reproducible way 
20-22.

It has proved that is possible to improve the selectivity of the sensors 
through the electrochemical formation of polymer layers and it has shown that 
the increasing of polymeric films active-layers provides better electrochemical 

signals compared to the unmodified electrode or electrodes coated with 
monolayers of sensitive materials 23, 24. The polymers used in the preparation 
of these films are conductive polymers, since only with them it is possible to 
regulate the film thickness. Among the most used polymers include polyaniline 
7, polypyrrole 25, 26, and polythiophene 27 although polypyrrole is the most used 
one 28, 29.

Given the background described, the obtainment of a device which could 
identify the concentration of both GSH and GSSG, in vivo and in real time, it 
is proposed to develop an amperometric sensor, so it is postulated that, if there 
is an efficiently achievement on the inclusion of GPx enzyme on an electrodic 
substrate, it is possible to have a reduced glutathione selective biosensor which 
is useable under physiological conditions: when glutathione peroxidase is 
added to the electrolytic solution from which pyrrole is electro-polymerized, 
it may be included within the polymeric matrix which modifies the electrode, 
and should generate a current response due to its interaction with reduced 
glutathione. Thus, GPx would respond selectively versus GSH, which should 
be directly proportional to the amount of analyte with a sensitivity that depends 
on the amount of included enzyme and/or the deposited polymer thickness and 
area of   the supporting electrode 20, 30-33.

In this paper the results obtained in the first stage of this study are 
presented, corresponding to the enzyme inclusion on polypyrrole modified 
electrode, where the response is determined versus its interaction with GSH, in 
order to project its possible use as amperometric sensor of this analyte.

EXPERIMENTAL

Electro-polymerization of pyrrole is carried out in conditions which are 
similar to those normally used to modify electrodes with polymeric deposit, but 
now the GPx enzyme is added in the electrolytic medium, in order to become 
included within the matrix polymer coated electrode, at the same time which 
the deposit is being generated.

In all the experiments have been used three-compartment electrochemical 
cell, anchor type, to a volume of approximately 20 mL, and used pyrrole 98 % 
Aldrich ® (0.1 mol·L-1) as a monomer, KCl 99.0 % m/m Merck (0.5 mol·L-1) 
as supporting electrolyte, 30 % m/v H2O2, lyophilized glutathione peroxidase 
(stored at -20 °C to ensure its preservation) and 98% reduced glutathione (0.1 
mol·L-1), acquired Aldrich ®, and NaH2PO4·H2O 99.0 % m/m, Na2HPO4 99.0% 
m/m, purchased from Merck.

A graphite electrode in disc form (0.2 cm2 geometric area) was used as 
working electrode, which was mirror-polished with alumina 0.3 mm before 
each experiment. An Ag|AgCl wire immersed in a tetramethylammonium 
chloride solution, where its concentration is adjusted to the potential of a 
saturated calomel electrode, SCE, was used as the reference electrode 34.

VoltaLab model with connection to PC electrochemical system was used 
for data acquisition (software SPEG) and PGZ 100 potentiostat.

The enzyme glutathione peroxidase (E 1.11.1.9) was reconstituted 
lyophilized diluting to 25 mL with phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) to obtain a 
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solution which provides 4.0 EU/mL of enzyme (each unit of enzyme catalyzes 
the oxidation of 1.0 GSH umol per minute in the presence of H2O2, pH 7.0 and 
25 ° C) and then put into 50 Eppendorf of 0.5 mL, so that each contributes 
with two EU.

The response of the graphite electrode (CG) supposedly modified by 
polypyrrole and enzyme (CG|PPy,GPx) was optimized for pH (7.4) and 
physiological temperature (37 °C) against GSH, varying the thickness of the 
deposited film and electro-polymerization conditions (monomer concentration 
and enzyme, relationship between these concentrations, electrochemical 
perturbation, etc.). Furthermore, optimizing the concentration of peroxide 
within the physiological range, to ensure proper functioning of the enzyme. 
Thus, as optimal conditions to prepare the modified electrode (analyzing their 
response by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 0.1 mol·L-1 GSH and 100 mL of 
hydrogen peroxide solution, H2O2) are: electrolytic solution prepared by adding 
the contents of 3 Eppendorf (therefore, 6 EU) plus 0.1 mol·L-1 monomer (Py) 
and 0.5 mol·L-1 KCl as supporting electrolyte, in phosphate buffer (PBS) pH 
7.4, 20 ºC, perturbing by potentiostatic method (PM) at 0.6 V for 1 min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to optimize the concentrations of monomer and enzyme in the 
electrolytic medium for the modification of the electrode, an electrolysis time 
optimization was done when it was worked with fixed potential (PM) or the 
number of voltammetric cycles when it was made   by potentiodynamic method 
(CV), because these variables determine ultimately, the thickness of the film 
deposited on the electrode. As mentioned before, in each case it is measured 
the response in front of GSH and H2O2 at physiological pH and thus, it was 
determined the optimum conditions outlined in the experimental part.

Previously, it was found that regardless of the conditions of electrosynthesis, 
PPy modified electrodes (CG|PPy) give no response to GSH, so that they are 
not suitable to immobilize the enzyme. At the same time, the electrolytic 
medium employed, also suitable, because it does not interfere the response of 
the analyte of interest, since only residual current was obtained on electrodes 
modified with polymer (CG|PPy) or with the polymer and the “encapsulated” 
enzyme (GC|PPy,GPx), Figure 1.

which would be attributable to the analyte. These results would account, first, 
that in presence of hydrogen peroxide, at physiological pH and temperature, 
the modified electrode could function as selective GPx sensor and secondly, 
that the enzyme maintains its activity during experimental manipulations 
performed here.

Figure 1.  Voltammetric response of CG|Ppy,GPX in 100 uL of H2O2 in 25 
mL of PBS, pH = 7.4. Potential scan rate, v = 50 mV·s-1.

Thus, it was established that the optimum conditions described to 
prepare the modified electrode (GC|PPy,GPx) involve optimal concentrations 
of monomer and enzyme, and the type and conditions of electrochemical 
perturbation. This idea is based on previous studies that provide the necessary 
experience 35, but do not negate these cumbersome measurements.

It is obtained, finally, in the best condition set here established (perturbation 
by fixed potential of 0.6 V vs SCE for 1 min in solution specified in the 
experimental section), an electrode which its electrochemical response shows 
that GPx enzyme maintains its activity despite being included in the polymer at 
physiological pH and temperature, which is manifested in the current response 
for GSH obtained by both electrochemical methods employed (CV or PM 
technique).

Figure 2 shows a current peak at a potential close to 0.3 V vs SCE and 
another, where the current is significantly higher, around 0.8 V vs SCE, and 

Figure 2. Voltammetric response of GC|Ppy,Gpx in GSH 0.1 mol·L-1 + 
100 mL of H2O2 in 25 mL of PBS, v = 50 mV·s-1. In thick line: response under 
identical conditions, but in absence of GSH (“blank”).

It is important to note that this response is exactly repeated each time that 
a new electrode is prepared at the same optimal conditions, which supports 
the obtainment of a reproducible and stable material. However, this does not 
occur when re-using the same electrode, since not always the same response 
is recovered, so that their application would be projected as a disposable 
electrode.

Anyway, before proposing its use as a biosensor, it is necessary to conduct 
the study on analytical detection limits, reproducibility, etc. However, the 
results obtained here are promising and can project the future with optimism 
and work in the next crucial stage, since the modified electrode is reached 
and which responds to GSH as it was proposed. Also, the enzyme ensures the 
selectivity, a fundamental variable for this purpose. Now its analytical behavior 
should be established, from this first study, more exploratory, this guarantees 
the feasibility of continuing in this way, which is an important area with great 
relevance today.

CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to include the enzyme GPx within the polymer matrix of PPy 
by Py electro-polymerization in the presence of the enzyme in the electrolytic 
medium in the experimental conditions used here. 

The included enzyme retains its activity in the polymer, so that means 
that the modified electrode is very stable and has a reproducible response, as 
long as it is measured each time with a fresh electrode. For this reason, the 
development of their use as biosensor is proposed as a disposable electrode, 
which fortunately is feasible, given its low cost of production. Therefore, 
even if there is no analytical study, to be held in the near future, this first step 
allows proposing the modified electrode here prepared as GSH amperometric 
biosensor in situ, in presence of H2O2 and physiological conditions of pH and 
temperature, with the certainty that at least the sensor will have selective and 
highly reproducible response.

DEDICATION

This work is dedicated to Dr. Elsa Abuin (RIP), who was not only a great 
scientist, but also a great person. 
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